
THREE DAY SUMMER SCHOOL - July 6-8 2010

Becoming a Published 
Academic Writer

Venue: 
Institute of Education 
20 Bedford Way London 
WC2A 0AL
Date and Time:
6, 7 and 8 July 2010 
9.30 to 4.30 daily
Cost: 
£595 or £495 if you book by
May 31st 

Tuesday 6 July   
Focus on Journals
Welcome from Professor Geoff 
Whitty, Director, Institute of Education.
PLENARY: Writing for Journals.
JOURNAL EDITORS’ PANEL: 
Advice, discussion and questions on 
journal submissions.
TUTORIAL AND WRITING TIME: 
Individual and small group sessions 
with tutors.
Closing discussion and questions

Wednesday 7 July   
Focus on Writing
PLENARY: The Writing Process.  
STYLE WORKSHOP (i): 
Developing and improving 
academic writing style.
STYLE WORKSHOP (ii) Writing 
for the press and internet.
TUTORIAL AND WRITING 
TIME: Individual and small group 
sessions with tutors.
Closing discussion and questions.

Thursday 8 July     
Focus on Books
PLENARY:Developing a book 
proposal: 
MEET THE PUBLISHERS: 
Academic publishing panel
TUTORIAL AND WRITING TIME: 
Individual and small group sessions 
with tutors.
CLOSING PLENARY: Discussion 
and questions with a panel of 
experienced academic writers.            

The course pack will include a USB drive of panel 
session materials, and a copy of the book  Passion and 

Politics: Academics on becoming a published writer 
(IOE Publications, 2008). 

For further details and bookings email the 
Staff Development Office at the Institute of 

Education:     staffdev@ioe.ac.uk

Approaching the world of academic journal and book publishing for the first time can be daunting. Staff and researchers 
new to academic writing, who would welcome help getting their work ready for publication, are invited to take part in a 
writing summer school at the Institute of Education: 

 • find out how to convert research into journal articles and books
 •  gain a realistic understanding of what editors and publishers are looking for and how to choose the right format for 

your work
 • learn how to find an academic writing ‘voice’ and how to edit your work 
 •  develop your own piece of writing (journal article, book proposal, book chapter or conference paper) with 

individual help and feedback. 

A maximum number of 30 attendees will be accepted for these three days of practical, expert advice and support: the 
ideal opportunity to get started on a planned summer writing project, or develop work in progress.  

 • guidance from academics, journal editors and publishers in speaker and panel sessions 
 • individual writing time every day
 • tutor groups led by experienced writing coaches.


